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Mitch is not just a DJ; he creates parties and fills dancefloors across the UK, Europe and the
globe. His crowd-pleasing mix of well-known music, interaction with the crowd and personal
commitment makes sure everybody has a good time. He is the ‘go to’ name for Intel, Raymond
Blanc and Abbey Road recording studio, and is highly acclaimed by leading corporate event
bodies including Confex and ISES. Mitch is happy to work closely with clients before each
event, and enjoys tailoring his sets to reflect their particular house style or brand. Recently
interviewed by Steve Lamacq at prime time on BBC6 Music, Mitch also features as an
entertainment expert in the national press.
Recent clients include:
Intel
Fred Perry
Vodafone
British Snowboarding Championships
Barclays
Recent venues include:
Jumeirah Beach Hotel, Dubai
‘Pop up’ hotel for 3000 Vodafone guests, Lisbon
Villa Miani, Rome (Hugh Hefner’s 80th birthday venue)
The Riders Palace, Switzerland
Brighton street festival for 150,000 people
Playing events alongside:
The Commitments
Just Jack
Tom Jones
Radio 1’s DJ Spoony
Il Divo
‘Thanks Mitch – everyone had a fantastic time… The music was great and people were
dancing from start to finish.’
Party for Fred Perry Ltd, Bar Musichall, Shoreditch
‘Getting people up on a dancefloor is easy; keeping them there is a different story… During the
evening Tom Jones set them up, but Mitch knocked them down! What a DJ, what a night – I
was so impressed, I booked him again the next year.’
Dominic Margetson, executive producer for BBC2 televised Tickled Pink event, Royal
Albert Hall
‘There are no words to describe how amazing you were last night at the Confex/Oyster party!
You made the party what it was. I cannot thank you enough.’
Managing agent for Cannon Bridge Roof Garden, London

